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KNITTING NANNAS AGAINST GAS

CSG & Public Health Conference to hear from experts, while NSW Health rejects Qld advice

Anna Christie

Santos’ Narrabri Gas Project has received more submissions than any other development in the history of NSW, with over 97% objecting to the coal seam gas development.

Fifty percent of those interviewed in a 2017 survey of well-being conducted for GISERA, the Gas Industry Social Environmental Research Alliance, were either ‘Very Concerned’ or ‘Concerned’ about potential Health Impacts of the Coal Seam Gas (CSG)¹.

These are very high levels of disapproval in the community, yet the potential public health impacts of the Narrabri Gas Project are not receiving Government scrutiny reflective of the community’s level of concern.

Health impact in the spotlight

The upcoming Coal Seam Gas & Public Health Conference in Narrabri has put Health Impact Assessment in the spotlight, and the role of the NSW Department of Health along with it.

The refusal of NSW Health to consider evidence from Queensland’s CSG fields is the cause of serious anxiety and stress to the community who are not prepared to discard such evidence as peer-reviewed epidemiological and medical journal articles, the National Pollution Inventory, and a growing body of reports from high profile CSG-industry-related whistleblowers.

They include Origin Energy lawyer Sal- ly McDow, Origin Energy compliance executive Fiona Wilson, and Simone Marsh, a former energy analyst at the Coordinator-General’s office, which administers the CSG industry in Queensland.

All of this, and more, evidence is mounting that the CSG industry indeed poses some serious and potentially costly risks to community well-being, including mental and physical health.

The Coal Seam Gas & Public Health Conference, which will be held at The Crossing Theatre, Narrabri on Wednesday, 15th August 2018, is supported by Doctors for the Environment Australia, Country Women’s Association Namoi Group, Wando Conservation and Cultural Centre and People for the Plains.

It is aimed to provide the latest evidence from the Queensland experience and overseas, for health professionals, health managers, Council executives, and also community health advocates.

Conference organisers, North West Protection Advocacy, say the number one question they have received from people is “why doesn’t the NSW Government want to learn from the observed Queensland experience?”

This is a question that conference organisers posed to Dr Craig Dalton, who represents NSW Health’s Hunter New England Population Health Department, based in Newcastle.

¹ “Community wellbeing and local attitudes to coal seam gas development Social Baseline Assessment: Narrabri project -Phase 3 Survey report” Andrea Walton and Rod McCrea October 2017 for GISERA

COAL SEAM GAS & PUBLIC HEALTH CONFERENCE

Wednesday, 15 August 2018
The Crossing Theatre, 117 Tibbereena St, Narrabri

A conference for all health professionals, including doctors, health service managers and health care workers in the Coal Seam Gas exploration areas of New South Wales.

Evening forum:
Is the Precautionary Principle being applied in health impact assessments?

Cost:
Full attendance (includes dinner) $85. Afternoon program only (without dinner) $50.
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In response to this, the approach of the NSW Government is so neat, so simple – yet so alarming to most people. The Government has a problem with the credibility of Queensland’s incomplete epidemiology, and has instead chosen a different path for assessing the potential human exposure to harm – a model.

Completely excluding the available evidence of increased incidence of a range of illness which has coincided with the spread of the CSG industry in Queensland, and the data published in the National Pollutant Inventory which discloses the massive quantities of chemicals pumped into the atmosphere by the industry, a human exposure model is being developed which will be solely relied upon by the NSW Government to assess the risk of Santos’ gasfields developments.

NSW Health rejects authoritative sources

They won’t accept data from Queensland. “It won’t be the same in NSW.”

How about considering the industry’s disclosures to the National Pollutant Inventory. “Not specific enough, it doesn’t report on individual facilities or gas wells.”

Peer reviewed medical journal articles that suggest the Queensland gasfields are a Red Flag urging further epidemiological research? “To give consideration to these authors would be to endorse them as experts.”

What about the reports of leaking wells. “That was Origin Energy, not Santos.”

NSW Health seemingly has a reason to avoid considering any aspect of evidence that suggests the Darling Downs CSG industry is a Red Flag for NSW. Instead they do, however, have complete trust and reliance on Santos’ disclosures about the “inputs” that will be used in applying the human exposure model.

The Government’s approach to risk assessment and the perception of scientific bias that arise from this can only diminish the public’s already very low trust in the Narrabri Gas Project. Impugning the expertise of doctors and experts who are contributing to the growing body of epidemiology does smack of bias, especially when you consider the reputations and long list of publications by the speakers the Coal Seam Gas and Public Health Conference.

Recently, Dr Dalton has visited the Narrabri Gas Project Community Consultative Committee, giving a relaxed talk about air pollution from the proposed gasfields which focused on vehicle diesel emissions related to CSG projects, and – curiously – coal dust. Community members noted that discussion of emissions from the drilling activities, compressor stations and other CSG operations was avoided.

No baseline air quality measurement

The NSW Environment Protection Authority, which was also represented at the CCC, confirmed that there is no air quality baseline measurement currently going on. The nearest is operated by Santos itself, located at the Dewhurst 27 gas well and located under a clump of wattle, so of no real value in measuring particulate pollution. The only public air monitoring station is at Narrabri Airport, at least 30 km away from Dewhurst, and not in the way of either the SE or NW prevailing winds.

Roughly half-way between the gasfields and the Narrabri Airport is Whitehaven’s Narrabri Underground mine, which no doubt has its own limited monitoring of its own emissions.

So the Narrabri Airport air monitoring apparatus is of no value at all in informing a baseline of air pollution in Narrabri town, Coonabarabran, nor the Pilliga Forest.

Yet, despite this, NSW Health is curiously unconcerned.

Why? It’s a question perplexing many people who regard the Department of Health as the prime agency concerned with public health. NSW Health does not, as it seems, regard itself in the same way, as its minuscule submission to the Narrabri Gas Project clearly shows. The 1.5 page email is the Department of Health’s “assessment of the EIS” and this puny offering is all that they are willing to offer until the NSW EPA commences monitoring of the gas wells.

“Based on the nature and scale of the operation and distance from towns we expect there will be minimal impact on human health,” says the author of the submission.

The nature? An industry which spreads dangerous substances into the ground risking the safety of aquifers, and which has a highly secretive culture concerning what substances it uses in its drilling cocktail, and how it disposes of toxic waste?

The scale of the operation? – 850 wells now, but the Narrabri Gas Project is only Stage 1. The future NSW gasfield expansion includes coal seam gas, with later stages being shale gas and tight sands which will necessitate fracking.

Approval creep feared

Breaking up a mega-industrial expansion like the proposed NSW gasfields into relatively small chunks like the Narrabri Gas Project is not unusual to those familiar with State Significant Developments in New South Wales.
The practice of "approval creep" is common. This is the practice of applying for only a small part of the project to start with so that the environmental impacts are relatively small and localised. Once approved, modification is relatively easy and can be achieved with minimal community consultation, minimal public exhibition and with a great degree of control by the Department of Planning over whether the modification is treated as substantial or merely a "minor" one.

The people of Narrabri and the Northern Liverpool Plains are familiar with approval creep, and they don't trust modelling submitted with major resource projects.

Communities nearby to the Pilliga, such as Boggabri and Maules Creek, are now grappling with modelling from Whitehaven Coal’s Maules Creek mine, where the modelled noise impacts, but now also the predictions of water loss, are shown to be wildly in error. In the meantime even while their original modelling is challenged, the company continues to seek modifications to weaken its obligations.

With trust in the gas and mining industry very low, and a high level of mistrust of modelled impact assessment, it is no wonder that the public is calling for an evidence-based approach to the potential health impacts – not only of the Narrabri Gas Project, but the entire gasfields regions currently affected by gas exploration licences. They don’t believe the NSW Government’s scientific method adequately safeguards the community.

**You can hear the evidence**

You can hear the evidence of research and experiences in Queensland gasfield communities that the NSW Government refuses to consider, by hearing from the speaker panel at the Coal Seam Gas & Public Health Conference.

**To Register, visit the Conference Website at:**

or call the Conference Information Line 0416 077 753.

The Conference is being recorded. If you would like to express an interest in viewing it online, please let the organisers know.

**More information:**

- Whistleblower Sally McDow:

- Whistleblower Fiona Wilson:
  http://www.blotreport.com/australian-politics/are-the-thought-police-coming/

- Whistleblower Simone Marsh:

- National Pollutant Inventory:

- Noise impacts:
  https://www.maulescreek.org/news/

- Seeking modification to reduce obligations:

- Speaker profiles:

**Interview: CSG on the Darling Downs**

Karen Auty talks about the CSG water that goes into the Chinchilla drinking water supply, the health impacts on gasfield residents, the visits by politicians and government reps who then do nothing to help, the buyouts, the make good agreements, the industry and its private health service plus more.

**Recommended Listening!**
https://soundcloud.com/nwpa/karen-auty-interview-darling-downs

**SACRIFICE ZONE**

Cloudcatcher Media’s feature-length film, battle to save the Pilliga

https://vimeo.com/257444267
Chevron’s gas pollution blow-out: Record emissions

The Conservation Council of WA has warned that very large increases in carbon pollution from LNG gas processing in WA were driving Australia’s emissions to record levels, and risking Australia’s international obligations under the Paris Agreement.

New figures released yesterday by independent research company NDEVER Environmental show that Australia’s carbon emissions have never been higher, and that pollution from natural gas production and processing are also hitting record levels. According to NDEVER, “LNG expansion increased 41.4% in 2017”.

No pollution limits on LNG

Conservation Council of WA Director Piers Verstegen said huge increases in LNG production capacity in WA with no pollution limits are now risking Australia’s international obligations under the Paris Agreement.

“Western Australian LNG production for export is leading the charge on emissions, with Chevron’s giant Gorgon and Wheatstone LNG developments coming on line in the last 12 months. These two facilities will produce close to 20 million tonnes of carbon pollution every year between them, making Chevron WA’s biggest polluter and the biggest driver of pollution growth nationally.

“Since the removal of a carbon tax by the Abbott Government, electricity emissions have been increasing. However gas processing at Chevron’s two giant LNG facilities in WA is responsible for an even greater pollution increase.”

The pollution blow-out is being made worse by Chevron’s failure to comply with conditions requiring carbon geosequestration at the Gorgon LNG plant on Barrow Island. Compliance documents reveal that the technology to inject carbon pollution underground has not been successfully deployed, and there is doubt that it will ever be effective. Separate conditions requiring the the Wheatstone LNG facility to reduce and offset pollution were removed under the Barnett Government.

Australia’s biggest source of pollution

“WA will become the world’s largest exporter of LNG and Australia’s biggest source of pollution growth this year”, Mr Verstegen said.

“Chevron’s giant gas facilities have no current limits on the pollution they can release, so it is no surprise the company is taking advantage of this situation.”

WA Environment Minister Stephen Dawson has triggered a review by the WA Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) into the conditions regulating pollution from the two Chevron projects.

“Requiring Chevron to reduce and offset its pollution by investing in environmental restoration, tree planting, and renewable energy would deliver more jobs and other benefits to Western Australians,” Mr Verstegen said.

“Currently Chevron is sending huge profits offshore along with the Western Australian gas it exports. The company has paid no tax on its profits, and pays no royalties to the State Government.

“We need less gas pollution and more clean solutions from Chevron. It’s time the company was held to account for its pollution, which is risking Australia’s international commitments to climate action,” concluded Mr Verstegen.

Push for new gasfields won’t cut gas prices

The ACCC Gas Inquiry Interim report, released last week, reveals there will be ongoing high gas prices for Australians into the future due to the gas export terminals linking our gas to international pricing.

Lock the Gate Alliance says the report clearly demonstrates the vast majority of gas produced in Australia currently is being shipped overseas.

Lock the Gate’s Naomi Hogan, said, “The ACCC push for new gasfields in NSW and Victoria flies in the face of the evidence presented in its own report.

“The report reveals that gas exporting companies are sucking up a lion’s share of Australian gas and continuing to charge Australian gas users through the nose.

“The outlook for gas continues to be high cost and high risk.

“Instead of trying to force farmers and regional communities into polluting gasfields, the Government should be helping businesses innovate to get off expensive gas in order to save money and create new jobs.

“Onshore unconventional fracking produces expensive, difficult to extract gas. It will cost the consumer more and put Australian waterways at risk.

“Lower cost renewable energy and solar heat is now emerging as a serious option for manufacturers and households who can take steps to get off expensive and polluting gas.”

Chevron’s Wheatstone LNG facility near Onslow, Western Australia. Photo: CCWA
Mine rehab PFAS worries

With the decommissioned Hazelwood mine pit set to become a lake, environmentalists are concerned the rehabilitation process is not being managed appropriately, following an emergency discharge licence application.

Multinational energy utility ENGIE applied for an emergency discharge licence to take pressure off the Hazelwood Pondage dam wall, aiming to avoid damage to the 50-year-old structure.

The Environment Protection Authority (EPA) gave ENGIE permission to double the amount of water being discharged out of the pondage, from 150 to 300ML a day for up to 60 days.

Environment Victoria Campaigns Manager Dr Nicholas Aberle told La Trobe Valley Express he is concerned PFAS levels in the pondage could have serious public health impacts for local communities.

“PFAS could be the next asbestos. We won’t find out the effects of these chemicals until further down the road, and until then, we should apply precautionary principles to manage exposure,” Aberle said.

“How confident are we that these levels are genuinely safe? What are the long-term effects of low-grade exposure to this chemical? We may not know for the next 20 years.”

The EPA advised that PFAS levels were below the 95% level required for ecosystem protection standards, arguing that additional flow would result in increased salt concentration, but with no ecological impacts.

Aberle said that although the EPA and ENGIE are required to ensure discharges do not have negative effects on public health or the environment, he believes it is necessary for the authority to produce proof.

Aberle said it was concerning that ENGIE had allowed the dam wall to get to a state of emergency and he is unconvinced the utility could manage the full-pit lake in the Hazelwood mine void.

“ENGIE has a big challenge in the rehabilitation of the mine pit and people need confidence. If ENGIE cannot look after a wall in a dam, how will they look after an entire pit of water?” he said.

Santos is exploiting a loophole to obtain gas from the Pilliga forest, near Narrabri, and burn it in its nearby gas-fired power station without having to pay royalties to the NSW Government, according to Lock the Gate Alliance.

Santos does not currently hold a CSG production permit and has instead been using gas drilled in exploration and assessment areas to produce gas and pipe it to the nearby Wilga Park power station which it owns.

Using gas obtained by exploration is allowable under a “beneficial use” loophole in NSW regulation, which means that little or no royalties are payable.

Santos obtained approval last week to expand the number of exploratory gas wells that feed the power station, thus increasing its access to royalty free gas.

Production by stealth

Georgina Woods from Lock the Gate Alliance said, “The NSW Government is basically giving Santos free gas worth millions of dollars as it pursues gas production by stealth in the Pilliga forest.

“Under standard NSW planning law, any production of gas should be subject to extensive environmental assessments and royalties should be paid on that gas.

“Santos is circumventing royalty payments and full environmental assessment by using a regulatory loophole and lax laws that allow it to produce gas for its power station without holding a gas production permit” she said.

Greens energy spokesman, Jeremy Buckingham, said it was an “outrageous fiction” that the gas was being sourced from genuine gas exploration.

“Santos have been operating these wells for up to eight years,” Mr Buckingham said, adding the royalty exemption could balloon in size.

“They have submitted a detailed application for a commercial 850-well gasfield, and they have dodged the key question about how much more gas will be sent to the power station than would otherwise have been flared.”

Santos claimed its expansion in CSG wells would be environmentally beneficial, because it would mean methane gas would be burnt in its power station rather than being flared at the gas wells.

Govt rubber-stamped expansion

“It’s disappointing to see the government rubber-stamping this expansion without querying Santos’ claim that it will be environmentally beneficial,” Ms Woods said.

“There are fundamental questions that need to be asked. How much gas is Santos intending to produce this way? Would it all have been flared, or does having this loophole actually encourage the company to bring up more gas than they might otherwise?

“One thing is clear: NSW taxpayers are being ripped off, missing out on royalties while Santos drill for more CSG.”

Gas power module at Santos’ Wilga Park. Photo: Gas Today
Coalition coal nutters have doubled-down on their quest to build a new coal-fired power station in Australia, despite the outdated technology’s vast expense and planet-roasting carbon emissions.

Last week, maverick Nationals MP George Christensen was tasked by resources minister Matt Canavan to hand-deliver letters to major Japanese energy companies, seeking their investment in new HELE (High Efficiency Low Energy) coal-fired power stations in Australia.

The escapade was described by Renew Economy’s Giles Parkinson as an “extraordinary step”.

Christensen released a press statement, entitled, ‘Dear Japan, build us a power station’.

Minerals Council financed Japan junket

He said, “I am one of a small group of MPs travelling at the invitation of the Minerals Council of Australia, who are covering all expenses. Leading the trip is former deputy prime minister and current chairman of Whitehaven Coal Mark Vaile.”

He said the government will also consider the ACCC’s recommendation to provide finance to assist project developers with such options.

The letters were delivered to the heads of Japan Oil, Gas and Metals National Corporation (JOGMEC) Chairman and JOGMEC Executive Vice President, and also to the Director Coal Division of Japan’s Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry.

“I will be asking these companies to take a look at north Queensland and consider investing in a HELE power station – I will ask them to consider sites such as Collinsville near Bowen, the Mackay region, Burdekin and Townsville for the placement of a HELE coal-fired power station,” Christensen said.

He visited the Isogo coal-fired power station in Yokohama, operated by J-Power. He worshipped the “state-of-the-art ultra-supercritical” plant and posted the picture above on his web page.

However, according to Renew Economy, HELE plants only reduce carbon emissions by about 10% compared to older technology.

Queensland Resources Council chief executive and former Howard government dinosaur Ian Macfarlane welcomed Christensen’s trip. He spurred Queensland as the ideal place to build a new coal-fired power station.

Georgie in Japan: Delivers letters begging for HELE coal power station
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In the news this week

This week Fossil Fool Bulletin has summarised 25,500 words of news for your convenience. 

Click on the links to view original articles. (Subscriptions may be required)

THE ADANI SAGA


Adani lodges slimmed-down plan to expand Abbot Point coal terminal

Ben Smee, The Guardian, 01/07/2018

Adani has applied to increase the export capacity at its Abbot Point coal terminal, allowing it to expand the port relatively quickly without the “significant capital expense” of its long-term expansion plans.

Plans lodged with the state development department show Adani wants to build a conveyor and transfer tower at Abbot Point “terminal one” to expand throughput by 10m tonnes a year. ...


Adani applies to increase capacity of existing Abbot Point coal terminal but retain total export amount

Clare Armstrong, Townsville Bulletin, 04/08/2018

Documents submitted by Adani Abbot Point Terminal to the Queensland Government show the company wants to build a new conveyor and transfer tower, which would allow for an additional 10 million tonnes of coal to be transferred per year through the existing terminal, known as “T1”.

In the application, Adani also proposed to enhance the management of coal dust through the addition of stockpile dust suppression infrastructure. ...


Indigenous group takes anti-Adani fight to the United Nations claiming human rights violation

Josh Robertson, ABC, 03/08/2018

Traditional owners fighting Adani’s proposed Carmichael mine in Queensland have urged the United Nations to urgently intervene by formally censuring Australia at a meeting in Geneva this month.

United States-based lawyers acting for the Wangan and Jagalingou (W&J) Family Council have called on a UN Committee to publicly condemn Australian authorities for “violating” an international pact against racial discrimination by wiping out their native title rights.

In a scathing complaint against the Queensland and federal governments and the National Native Title Tribunal, the mine opponents accuse Australia of “serious violations” of a UN convention and Adani of using the “coercive power” of native title laws stacked against Indigenous groups. ...

The appeal to the UN said the Queensland Government has argued in the federal court that even if an Indigenous land use deal with Adani is ruled invalid, “it still has power to accept the purported surrender of our native title and issue freehold tenure to Adani at any time”. ...


‘Reckless’: Approval given for more coal mining in Sydney’s catchment

Peter Hannam, SMH, 29/07/2018

The Berejiklian government has approved expanded coal mining in Greater Sydney’s water catchment, ignoring concerns of a state agency, and without waiting for an independent panel to release its first report.

The Dendrobium underground mine, operating close to the Avon and Cord-eaux reservoirs, has quietly been given the nod by the Planning Department to proceed with extraction at its Longwall 14 section. It also separately secured a key stage of approval – the subsidence management plan – for the Longwall 16 area. ...

The approvals were also granted before the Independent Expert Panel on Mining in Sydney’s Drinking Water Catchment has released its first report, which will detail impacts at Dendrobium and also the Metropolitan coal mine. ...

According to WaterNSW’s own submission to Planning, “significant damage and impacts are occurring to the Sydney drinking water catchment due to Dendrobium Mine operations, and that mining of Longwall 16 as proposed will result in further increased impacts to swamps, watercourses and storage”.

“This is likely to eventually result, or may already have resulted, in unacceptable impacts to the Greater Sydney region’s drinking water supply and to the ecological integrity of the Special Areas,” it said. ...
Mining expansion under Sydney water catchment approved without full data

Anne Davies, The Guardian, 31/07/2018

The New South Wales government ignored warnings from its own independent panel that there was insufficient data to approve the expansion of the Dendrobium coal mine near Wollongong.

The government is under fire for approving extra longwalls at the mine without waiting for the panel to complete a much broader study of the impact of mining under Sydney’s water catchment. ...

The Pilliga mouse was amongst wildlife under-estimated in a Santos survey.

Santos response on endangered species not good enough, conservationists say

Lisa Cox, The Guardian, 29/07/2018

Conservationists have said the oil company Santos has not addressed questions about how its proposed 850-well Narrabri coal seam gas project in New South Wales would affect threatened species.

Two new reports, including one by a former ecologist for the NSW environment and heritage office, say the company had not adequately responded to submissions which raise concerns about animal and plant surveys Santos conducted for its environmental impact statement. ...

Reports say Santos ignores CSG impact on Pilliga wildlife

Kerry Smith, Green Left Weekly, 03/08/2018

Two new reports by ecologists say Santos’s Response to Submissions (RTS) failed to address how endangered species will be impacted by its controversial Narrabri Coal Seam Gas (CSG) project in the Pilliga Forest. ...

Hundreds of mining coal jobs secured for region

Chris Lees, Townsville Bulletin, 26/07/2018

More than 230 coal mining jobs have been secured for the next eight years after a decision from a major employer. And it’s all things to new mining technology.

Peabody Energy, which owns the North Goonyella coal mine near Moranbah, says it will invest millions of dollars to extend the mine. ...

GAS, GAS, GAS

Santos response on endangered species not good enough, conservationists say

Lisa Cox, The Guardian, 29/07/2018

Conservationists have said the oil company Santos has not addressed questions about how its proposed 850-well Narrabri coal seam gas project in New South Wales would affect threatened species.

Two new reports, including one by a former ecologist for the NSW environment and heritage office, say the company had not adequately responded to submissions which raise concerns about animal and plant surveys Santos conducted for its environmental impact statement. ...


gas boom, an industry body says.

The June quarterly report from the Real Estate Institute of the Northern Territory put the total value of house and unit sales in the NT last financial year at $1 billion. President Quentin Killian said it represented a 53 per cent drop since 2014-15, when sales totalled $2.24 billion. ...


**Origin Energy eyes $500m from APLNG gas export**

*Matt Chambers, The Australian, 30/07/2018*

Origin Energy is set to receive more than $500 million cash from the Australia Pacific LNG export project in Queensland this financial year if oil prices remain stable, as recent onshore gas productivity moves boost profits from the project. ...


**All go at Wheatstone LNG as Chevron eyes east coast**

*Angela Macdonald-Smith, AFR, 29/07/2018*

Chevron has reported stellar performance from the second LNG train at its SUS34 billion ($46 billion) Wheatstone LNG venture in Western Australia, with the larger Gorgon project also performing solidly after its patchy start-up. ...

Chevron is known to be bidding to supply gas into at least one of the proposed LNG import projects in the south-eastern states, and Mr Johnson spelt out that the US major “would love to sell them LNG”.

The two monster LNG projects have made Chevron Australia’s largest producer of LNG, with capacity of 24.5 million tonnes a year. ...


**High hopes for Galilee as gas begins to flow**

*Matt Chambers, The Australian, 31/07/2018*

Queensland’s Galilee Basin, best known for Adani’s plans to build a giant coal mine, is showing potential to be a new east coast gas province in what would be a welcome development amid further forecasts of domestic supply shortages. ...

This follows a recent exploration burst from companies such as Galilee Energy, Comet Ridge and Reg Nelson’s soon-to-list Vintage Energy.

It is early days, but talks have started with pipeline operators such as APA and Jemena to build connectors to the east coast grid if evaluation and exploration are successful. ...


**Well heads opened for first gas on Inpex’s Ichthys LNG project**

*Ashley Manicaros, NT News, 30/07/2018*

The Inpex-operated Ichthys LNG project has commenced production of gas from its wells, marking the start of 40 years of operations for the $50 billion LNG development.

The produced gas will be gathered within the central processing facility, Ichthys Explorer, located about 220km from the Western Australian coastline, where it will be separated into gases and liquids.

The condensate component will be shipped directly from the CPF.

The remainder will eventually be shipped for processing at Inpex’s LNG facility but this first round of gas will not make it to the Darwin facility. ...


**Leigh Creek Energy poised to deliver two ISG energy grid milestones from former SA coal field**

*OilVoice, 31/07/2018*

South Australia is on the verge of achieving two key milestones in which the old Leigh Creek coalfield will be used to deliver a fresh source of gas and energy products into the national power grid.

Addressing the second day today of the two day Paydirt 2018 South Australian Resources and Energy Investment Conference in Adelaide, Leigh Creek Energy Managing Director, Mr Phil
Staveley, said the Company is on track to commence this quarter, a pre-commercial demonstration of its in situ gasification (ISG) demonstration plant under construction currently on the former coal mine site. …

The demonstration plant includes the construction of an above ground plant and the establishment of a below ground single ISG gasifier chamber. The demonstration plant will be commissioned and operated for a short period (approximately 2-3 months) to produce syngas, so that the technical and environmental performance of the process can be analysed. …

The Demonstration Project is regulated as an exploration activity under the Petroleum and Geothermal Energy Act 2000 and as an exploration activity the syngas produced is unable to be sold for commercial use, and will therefore be treated on site in a thermal oxidiser as part of the process.

 Methane level monitoring starts in Beetaloo Basin ahead of development of onshore gas industry

Ashley Manicaros, NT News, 31/07/2018

Baseline monitoring of methane levels in the Beetaloo Basin has started.

The monitoring is one of the 135 recommendations from the Pepper inquiry in regards to the development of an onshore gas industry in the Territory. It is seen as critical in determining the impact of onshore gas and the subsequent processes including hydraulic fracturing has on the environment.

The Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) is conducting the monitoring. …

CSIRO research director onshore gas, GISERA director, Dr Damian Barrett, who also heads the gas industry social and environmental research alliance, said the monitoring will measure the amount of “naturally occurring methane” already present in the area and identify sources where elevated methane levels are found. …

A towering figure in the Queensland natural gas industry has quit his latest gig

Anthony Marx, Courier-Mail, 02/08/2018

A towering figure in the Queensland natural gas industry has abruptly quit his latest gig and it’s not entirely clear why.

Richard Cottee bailed out of Central Petroleum this week after six years of serving as MD of the loss-making outfit. …

Cottee has been an active player in the industry in the resources games for nearly 40 years and made a fortune in 2008 when he sold Queensland Gas Company to the BG Group for $5.7 billion. …

Martin Kriewaldt, who stepped up as chairman of Central in May, hailed Cottee yesterday as ‘an absolute genius of the industry after once being derided as a crackpot’. …

NUKE MADNESS

Radioactive nuclear rods leave Sydney bound for France

Jennine Khalik & Jean Kennedy, ABC, 31/07/2018

Radioactive nuclear fuel that was used for research and medicine has begun its voyage from Sydney to France as of Saturday night, with the help of 200 NSW police officers.

The highly radioactive content will be recycled in France through extracting uranium and plutonium, and the leftover waste will be returned to Australia.

The fuel, used by the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO) for a decade’s worth of research and 5.5 million doses of nuclear medicine for Australian patients, was moved from a nuclear reactor in Lucas Heights, Sydney’s south, to Port Kembla for shipping to a French nuclear plant in La Hague, ANSTO said. …

However, the Australian Conservation Foundation’s Dave Sweeney said the material being shipped to France was “boomerang waste”, as the intermediate-level waste would be returned.

“There is no Federal Government process to identify the best place and method to manage this waste — some of which requires isolation for periods of up to 10,000 years,” Mr Sweeney said, adding that the Government was trying to buy time instead of solving "complex management issues". …


Woomera’s 10,000 nuclear waste barrels have ‘low levels’ of radiation, says CSIRO

Patrick Martin & Paul Culliver, ABC, 01/08/2018

Ten thousand barrels of radioactive waste stored at Woomera in South Australia’s far north have no significant levels of radiation, according to the latest assessment from Australia’s leading scientific research agency.

The finding from the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) comes more than two years after a report raised concerns about the possible leaking of nuclear waste at the site.

In April, 2016, the Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency (ARPANSA) inspected the Woomera site and reported a number of concerns surrounding many of the barrels, which hold material from tests at Melbourne’s Fisherman’s Bend dating back to the 1950s. …

CSIRO was ordered to check the barrels and clean up the facility in 2016 after the inspection from ARPANSA at a cost of almost $30 million. …

But campaigner Mara Bonacci, of the Conservation Council of South Australia, said the issues with the barrels highlighted the dangers of nuclear waste storage.

“It’s a shame that after only 30 years, the 10,000 barrels have been stored there are already compromised and potentially dangerous,” Ms Bonacci said. …

Ms Bonacci said the movement of the waste to a proposed waste management storage facility at either Kimba or Hawker in South Australia was a risk.

“They want to move intermediate level waste — which is higher level waste to what is at Woomera — they want to move that from Lucas Heights … to a remote area for interim storage and then move it again.

“Communities are concerned that waste will be forgotten about, that it may be compromised.

“It’s expensive, it’s double-handling and it doesn’t make sense.

“If the Woomera waste hasn’t been...
Nuclear industry optimistic as mines shutter and costs blow out

Bernard Keane & Glenn Dyer, Crikey, 31/07/2018

Things aren't looking too radiant for the uranium industry and its assorted spruikers — including the George Monbiot types on the left who think nukes are the only solution to climate change. The new Flamanville nuclear reactor that has been under construction for years at the very northwestern tip of France is facing new delays and higher costs.

We've been reporting on delays and cost blowouts at Flamanville for nearly nine years so the news of more isn't especially surprising. ...

The Flamanville plant in France is one of three being built in Europe using the new European Pressurized Reactor (EPR) technology. The other two projects are the Olkiluoto project in Finland (which is more than a decade late), and the controversial Hinkley Point project in Somerset (which, based on December 2017 figures, will cost £20.3 billion (AU$36 billion) and start in 2025). ...

Proposed nuclear waste facility has South Australian towns divided as locals prepare for ballot

Samantha Jonscher & Gary-Jon Lysaght, ABC, 03/08/2018

Two small towns in regional South Australia have been divided for more than two years over support for a radioactive waste management facility.

The Federal Government has short-listed three sites which could become the location for a facility that would permanently hold low-level nuclear waste and temporarily store intermediate-level waste.

Two of these sites are at Kimba, on the Eyre Peninsula, while a third is near Hawker, in the northern Flinders Ranges.

In recent visits to the two towns, Resources Minister Matt Canavan held open forums for the first time, where locals could directly ask him questions.

For Kimba, concerns surround the impact a nuclear waste facility would have on international perceptions and potential damage to Kimba’s clean, green agricultural reputation.

At Hawker, a former railway town in the Flinders Ranges, opponents questioned what the facility could mean for the region’s tourism.

Anti-nuclear campaigner Greg Bannon said it was the worst place for a waste facility.

“It's in a flood plain and it's an area of active seismic activity,” Mr Bannon said. ...

CLIMATE CRISIS

Australia’s rainfall events are already becoming more intense with climate change, raising the risks of flash flooding and potentially exceeding the nation’s engineering codes, a new study finds.

While it’s long been understood the atmosphere holds about 6.5 per cent more moisture per degree of warming, climate models have largely not captured the impact on individual storms, said Seth Westra, an associate professor at the University of Adelaide’s engineering school. ...

These rainfall bursts “create your flash flooding events and really challenge the resilience of your infrastructure”, said Dr Lane, who is also an associate professor at Melbourne University.

“The most intense rainfall events are going to increase at a rate much faster than you expect.”

While discussion about extreme rain may seem at odds with the current drought across much of eastern Australia, “the reality is that can happen one after the other” in this country, as history has shown, Professor Westra said.

We have known about the probable impact that this sudden release of carbon into the atmosphere would have on the Earth’s climate since the middle of the last century. However, we have been unable and unwilling to do anything about it. To pull that carbon out of the ground we created giant corporations whose sole role was to find it, mine it and sell it. Our demand led to vast profits for these companies, and unfathomable riches for the people running them. This meant that when the research showed that our insatiable carbon demand needed to be curbed for the good of the planet, there was a very powerful interest group in place with a vested interest in keeping it going. ...

We know now that the fossil fuel extraction industry has known about climate change since at least 1977, when James L Black, a scientist at Exxon, gave a presentation to the company’s board detailing his research into global warming. A year later, in 1978, Black would write a memo saying:

"Present thinking holds that man has a time window of five to 10 years before the need for hard decisions regarding changes in energy strategies might become critical."

But by the time this 10-year window closed in 1988, the energy companies had been pouring money not into reducing carbon but into denying the reality of climate change. Through well-orchestrated media campaigns and lobbying efforts, a standard narrative of denial had been entrenched as common knowledge. Climate change isn’t happening, they said, and even if it is happening it’s nothing to do with us, and even if it is some-
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thing to do with us it would be too expensive to change it. The fossil fuel lobby managed to convince lawmakers and huge swaths of the broader public that this was a battle between “business” on the one hand, and a coalition of corrupt scientists and hippies on the other.

**FOSSIL POLITICS**


**PM personally approved $443m fund for tiny Barrier Reef foundation**

Lisa Cox, The Guardian, 31/07/2018

Malcom Turnbull was at the meeting where $443.8m in funding was offered to a small not-for-profit foundation without a competitive tender process or any application for the money, an inquiry has heard.

Anna Marsden, the managing director of the Great Barrier Reef Foundation, told a Senate inquiry on Monday the organisation was offered the funding at a meeting in Sydney in April between Turnbull, environment and energy minister Josh Frydenberg, the foundation’s chair John Schubert and environment and energy department secretary John Pratt.

The inquiry heard the foundation’s chairman’s panel, a corporate membership group made up of chief executives and directors of companies including Commonwealth Bank, BHP, Qantas, Shell and Peabody Energy, has 55 members, each of whom pay $20,000 a year for membership.


**Coalition minister, backbenchers fired up over ‘anti-coal’ AEMO**

Greg Brown, The Australian, 31/07/2018

Malcolm Turnbull’s key energy bureaucrats are losing the support of government MPs, with a minister and five Coalition backbenchers criticising the Australian Energy Market Operator for having an “ideological worldview” that favours renewables.

Government backbenchers Tony Paein, John Williams, Ken O’Dowd, Craig Kelly and George Christensen criticised a report released this month by the AEMO into the electricity sector, saying it did not focus on lowering prices.

They also expressed concerns about the AEMO’s direction under the leadership of chief executive Audrey Zibelman.


**Josh Frydenberg warns pro-coal colleagues: We’re carbon constrained**

Ben Potter, AFR, 01/08/2018

Energy [minister] Josh Frydenberg has warned colleagues flirting with coal fired power plants as a solution to Australia’s electricity problems that “we have to factor in a “carbon-constrained future”.

http://www.theguardian.com/au/story/5557073/nationals-turning-japanese-on-coal-power/news-story/d9a9b0d90324ff3c1408df8f87fb9ab9

**Fossil fuel backers ‘deeply aligned’ with reef rescue efforts**

Nicole Hasham, SMH, 30/07/2018

The head of a Great Barrier Reef charity awarded a controversial federal government grant was unaware a corporate partner had funded climate denial groups and says companies involved in the charity are deeply committed to rescuing the natural wonder.

Appearing at the first hearing of a Senate inquiry into the grant in Brisbane on Monday, Great Barrier Reef Foundation managing director Anna Marsden also insisted the charity would “do what the reef needs us to do”, but said this excluded calling for accelerated action on climate change.


https://www.afr.com/news/josh-frydenberg-warns-pro-coal-colleagues-we-re-carbon-constrained/news-story/c54a5f2c5c8a795c5abec57b0fd0fe3
Mr Frydenberg told an Australian Clean Energy Summit dinner that extreme views on both the left and right had frustrated attempts to forge a durable solution to energy and climate policy. ... But he reserved his sharpest criticism for colleagues still advocating for the construction of new coal-fired power stations ...

https://indepen.dentaustralia.net/politics/politics-display/how-gina-rinehart-bought-the-IPA.11749

How Gina Rinehart bought the IPA
Ross Jones, Independent Australia, 02/08/2018

A feud within the Rinehart family has inadvertently exposed financial shenanigans by Australia’s foremost purveyors of climate change deception – the IPA. ...

Without Gina’s backing, the IPA would be deeply in the red. It is crystal clear the organisation’s claims of being thrust to the forefront of Australian public life on the back of thousands of small members and contributors is a total fabrication. The truth is, Rinehart, through Hancock Prospecting, is the major shareholder of the IPA. ...


Gas shortage looms as Victorian output falls
Perry Williams, The Australian, 30/07/2018

Fresh gas shortages on Australia’s east coast could emerge from mid-2019 ... a private firm fronted by former BHP executives has warned.

Venice Energy, the Mitsubishi-backed venture that aims to import liquefied natural gas into South Australia, says Victoria’s gas shortages will start appearing from the middle of next year. ...

Venice, which aims to start LNG imports by 2020, also floated the prospect of “gas swaps” with AGL Energy’s proposed gas project at Crib Point in Victoria marking the first sign of possible collaboration between two of the four proposed import plants which could start operations in the next few years. ...


BHP-approved MCA chief Tania Constable backs energy guarantee
Matt Chambers, The Australian, 03/08/2018

New Minerals Council of Australia chief executive Tania Constable, who has taken the job in the wake of a BHP-led sacking of predecessor Brendan Pearson over coal advocacy, has called for federal and state governments to pass the national energy guarantee to provide certainty in energy policy. ...


New Minerals Council boss vows technology-neutral energy policy
Peter Ker, AFR, 03/08/2018

New Minerals Council chief Tania Constable has vowed to take a “technology-neutral” approach to climate and energy policy, signalling the pro-coal agenda run by her predecessor Brendan Pearson is dead.

In her first interview since assuming one of the most powerful roles in Australian industry, Ms Constable highlighted cuts to corporate tax rates and project approval processes among her top priorities, and did not rule out a television advertising campaign before the federal election to get the MCA’s views across. ...

An economist and lawyer by trade with an MBA, Ms Constable is the first female chief executive in MCA history. She spent many years in the federal public service including four years as head of resources within the Department of Industry.

That Canberra experience has been complemented by time running the Co2CRC member organisation, which is developing carbon sequestration projects in Victoria ...


Guarantee (NEG) has been thrown into the controversial National Energy Guarantee (NEG) has been thrown into the air, amid a renewed push for coal generation by the National Party ...

Victoria, Queensland and the ACT have indicated they will not sign up to the NEG without knowing that the Coalition party room is locked in behind it and will not then renegotiate on any emissions guarantee.

Their fears are being compounded by the actions of the Nationals and the Liberal Party, with Resources Minister Matt Canavan taking the extraordinary step of “dispatching” Member for Dawson George Christensen to Japan ...
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